INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there has been tremendous progress in the technical development and validation of chemical shift encoded (CSE) magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) techniques. These techniques include: (1) mapping B 0 field inhomogeneity (estimating the B 0 field map) as required for quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM) (1, 2) and many other applications; (2) water-fat separation (1, (3) (4) (5) for mapping of proton density fat fraction (PDFF) as a quantitative biomarker of tissue triglyceride concentration (6) (7) (8) ; and (3) R Ã 2 mapping as a quantitative biomarker of tissue iron concentration (9) (10) (11) .
CSE-MRI techniques, particularly for PDFF and R Ã 2 estimation, can be performed using magnitude-based reconstructions, which discard the phase information from the complex source images. This has the advantage of avoiding confounding effects of phase errors in the underlying source data (8, 12) . However, magnitude-based techniques suffer from reduced signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) performance by discarding the phase information (12) and produce biased R Ã 2 estimates in high iron-concentration settings attributed to noise floor effects (13) . Complexbased algorithms have better SNR performance than magnitude-based techniques and are less affected by bias in high iron-concentration settings (13) . Furthermore, complex-based algorithms can quantify PDFF over the full 0% to 100% dynamic range, which is desirable in applications where PDFF exceeds 50%, such as adiposity imaging and bone marrow fat quantification. Additionally, complex-based techniques enable the measurement of B 0 field inhomogeneities. B 0 field inhomogeneity mapping has many important applications, including shimming (14) , off resonance correction techniques (15) , and emerging QSM techniques (1, 2) . For all of these reasons, complex-based CSE-MRI techniques have important advantages over magnitude-based techniques.
However, there are several sources of phase error that affect the performance of complex-based CSE-MRI techniques. Previous work has shown that eddy currents corrupt the phase in multiecho acquisitions, which leads to errors in water-fat separation if not accounted for in the signal estimation algorithm (16, 17) . Another important source of phase error in any MRI acquisition, including CSE-MRI, is the effect known as concomitant gradients (CGs). These additional magnetic field gradients, which appear simultaneously to the applied imaging gradients, arise by constraints imposed by Maxwell's equations (18) . If unaccounted for, CGs lead to spatially dependent phase errors in the acquired images (18) .
The impact of concomitant gradients has been investigated for several important MRI applications, including: flow quantification (18) ; diffusion tensor imaging (19) ; R using knowledge of the imaging gradient waveforms. This correction is applied in postprocessing after acquisition of data and has been used to remove the effects of CGs for several applications (18, 19, 23) .
Recently, Ruschke et al (24) demonstrated the potential impact of phase errors attributed to CGs for CSE-MRI PDFF estimation. However, this previous work did not investigate the impact of different acquisition strategies (eg, echo trains). Furthermore, the effect of CGs on CSEbased estimation of B 0 field map and R Ã 2 was not characterized. Therefore, the purpose of this work is to characterize the effects of CGs on CSE-based estimation of B 0 field map, PDFF, and R Ã 2 using different acquisition strategies. In this work, these effects are characterized using simulations, phantom experiments, and in vivo acquisitions. Additionally, the feasibility of CG correction before parameter estimation in CSE-MRI is evaluated.
THEORY
CGs are variations in the magnetic field that appear as a by-product of the applied imaging gradients. These concomitant gradients are orthogonal to the imaging gradients and can be derived analytically using Maxwell's curl and divergence equations (18) . Unlike imaging gradients, CGs have significant first-and second-order spatially varying terms as follows (Eq. [1] ):
where G x (t), G y (t), and G z (t) are the imaging gradient waveforms generated in the x, y, and z directions, respectively, and B CG is the spatiotemporal CG magnetic field (units in Tesla). At isocenter (x50, y50, z50), the CGs are zero, but away from isocenter the CGs increase parabolically. Consequently, the edges of the field of view (FOV) will have the largest CGs. The magnitude squared of the gradient waveforms dictates the magnitude of the CGs, such that increasing the receiver bandwidth, decreasing the FOV, or increasing the number of echoes will increase the magnitude of concomitant gradients. Other pulse-sequence parameters that increase gradient amplitude or duration (eg, flow-compensated gradients) can also increase the size of the CGs. The presence of concomitant gradients affects the signal in CSE-MRI by introducing additional phase shifts. Specifically, the signal at an individual voxel measured in a spoiled gradient echo (SGRE) acquisition in the presence of CGs can be modeled as follows: [2] where (Eq. [3] ):
and q W is the water signal component, q F is the fat signal component, c F (TE) is the sum of complex exponentials reflecting the spectral model of fat (25, 26) , f 0 is the frequency shift (Hz) attributed to B 0 inhomogeneity at this voxel, / CG (TE) is the local phase error attributed to concomitant gradients at this voxel, TE is the echo time, c is the gyromagnetic ratio, and B CG (s) is the expression in Equation [1] evaluated at this voxel's location (x,y,z). In this model, we are approximating the CG-induced phase offset as being constant across the voxel. CSE-MRI techniques often rely on multiecho acquisitions. For example, a typical acquisition for PDFF estimation might include a total of six echoes acquired in one or more interleaved echo trains. Equation [2] highlights that CGs are a function of echo time, which could cause different phase errors in each echo of the multiecho acquisition. Therefore, in this work, we study how the temporal variation of CG phase errors affects multiecho SGRE acquisitions for CSE-MRI applications.
METHODS

Simulations
To characterize the effects of CG phase errors on CSE-MRI, a simulated imaging scenario corresponding to an SGRE acquisition of a homogeneous water signal was assumed at 3 Tesla, with zero B 0 field map inhomogeneities (ie, f 0 ¼ 0 Hz), PDFF ¼ 0%, and R Ã 2 ¼ 0 s À1 , which will have no phase variation across echo times. Then, representative CG phase shifts were calculated using Equation [1] for several common CSE-MRI acquisitions (as shown in Fig. 1a ): (1) a single echo train with flyback readout; (2) a single echo train with bipolar readout; and (3) two interleaved echo trains with flyback readout. A single echo train with flyback readout is commonly used for water-fat separation at 1.5T, whereas bipolar acquisitions are being investigated for many CSE-MRI applications at both 1.5T and 3T, and two interleaved trains are commonly used to obtain the shorter echo spacing required for water-fat separation at 3T. For each acquisition, the CG-induced phase terms were added as complex data at each echo time using Equation [2] .
These simulations were performed assuming a threedimensional (3D) axial acquisition with the timing of each echo shown in Figure 1a , including a readout gradient in the x (left/right) direction, phase encoding in the y (anterior/posterior) direction, and slice encoding in the z (superior/inferior) direction. According to Equation [1] , the largest CG errors will be in the z (superior/inferior) direction because the x gradient has the largest squared area. Therefore, a large field of view (FOV; 48 cm) was chosen in the z-direction to highlight the potential magnitude of CG phase errors. In this work, we focused on axial acquisitions, which are typical in water-fat imaging. However, CG-induced phase errors would apply to nonaxial orientations as well. In a multiecho acquisition, the readout gradient will always have the largest squared area so the CG phase error will be dominated by one of the first three terms in Equation [1] . With the readout gradient in the x-or y-direction, the errors will grow parabolically in the z-direction, whereas a readout gradient in the z-direction will cause errors to grow in the x-and y-directions.
A complex fitting algorithm (6) was then used to jointly estimate the B 0 field map, PDFF, and R Ã 2 . PDFF was calculated as q F /(q W 1q F ), including noise bias correction (27) , and is typically reported as a percent. Note that noise bias correction was included to follow the usual processing pipeline in the estimation of PDFF (28, 29) , even though no noise was added in these simulations. The errors in the estimated parameters were evaluated to assess the impact of CGs, for each of the three CSE-MRI acquisitions considered in this work.
The magnitude of CG-induced phase errors depend on multiple parameters (eg, echo times, field strengths, acquisition types, acquisition orientations, FOVs, receiver bandwidth, and distance off isocenter). Therefore, similar protocols may result in different CG-induced phase errors. Furthermore, propagation of CG-induced phase errors on the echo images into the subsequent parametric maps (B 0 field map, PDFF, and R Ã 2 ) will depend on the echo time combination. To demonstrate this effect, we also simulated the CG-induced phase errors with a clinical protocol used in a clinical PDFF measurement scenario (30) with two interleaved echo trains and a flyback readout, six echoes, a receiver bandwidth (rBW) of 6 111 KHz, a first echo (TE 1 ) of 1.2 ms, echo spacing (DTE) of 1.0 ms, FOV ¼ 44 Â 40 Â 26 cm, and a 256 Â 160 Â 32 matrix size. We calculated the potential errors in parameter estimation with this protocol using the same procedure as above.
Phantom Experiments
Phantom experiments were conducted using a 3T clinical MRI system (Discovery MR750; GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI) and a 32-channel phased-array torso coil (NeoCoil, Pewaukee, WI). Complex data were acquired using a 3D multiecho SGRE acquisition. Our experimental measurements focused on acquisition with two interleaved echo trains and flyback readout, due to the impact on parameter estimation that was observed in our simulations (see Results section). Complex echo images were reconstructed online, including eddy current compensation, coil combination, and nonlinear gradient correction. Similar to our simulations, estimates of B 0 field map, PDFF, and R Ã 2 were obtained using the complex fit algorithm described by Hernando et al (6) .
A homogeneous NiCl 2 -and NaCl-doped water phantom of dimensions 37.2 Â 15.0 Â 14.8 cm 3 with 0% PDFF and homogeneous R Ã 2 was scanned to assess the effects of CGs on B 0 field map estimation. The phantom was scanned using a multiecho 3D-SGRE acquisition in the axial direction, such that the readout gradient was oriented in the x-direction. The phantom was scanned twice, consecutively, without adjusting gradient shims and the center frequency between scans, in order to obtain similar B 0 field maps (f 0 in Eq. [2] ). However, the size of the FOV was changed between the two scans. The size of the FOV affects gradient amplitude and the area under the readout gradient, both of which will affect the CG amplitude, producing different amounts of CG phase errors for the two scans. Importantly, keeping the FOV constant, but changing the rBW, will produce a similar effect. Both scans were acquired with two interleaved echo trains and a flyback readout, similar to the one shown in Figure 1a . Both scans had six echoes, flip angle ¼ 3 , no parallel imaging, and an rBW of 6142.86 KHz. The first scan had a TE 1 of 1.3 ms, DTE of 1.0 ms, FOV ¼ 21 Â 21 Â 48 cm, and a 128 Â 128 Â 60 matrix size. The second scan had TE 1 ¼ 0.9 ms, DTE ¼ 0.7 ms, FOV ¼ 35 Â 35 Â 48 cm, and a 128 Â 128 Â 60 matrix size. The B 0 field map was estimated for each of the two consecutive scans. These B 0 field map estimates were restricted to the smaller FOV (21 Â 21 cm), and then interpolated to have the same voxel size to allow coregistration and direct comparison. The B 0 field map estimates were then compared to determine the effects of CGs on B 0 field map estimation.
PDFF and R 
Experimental CG Correction
To further characterize the effects of CGs on CSE-MRI and to demonstrate the feasibility of CG correction, we also performed correction of CG-induced phase errors before parameter estimation. To accomplish this, variables controlling the pulse widths and gradient amplitudes of the pulse sequence were saved for all three imaging gradient waveforms using the scanner's software. Subsequently, the CG-induced phase errors for each echo were calculated using Equation [3] and numerical integration of the stored gradient waveforms. This calculated phase was demodulated from the complex echo images before parameter estimation. The B 0 field map, PDFF, and R Ã 2 estimates were then calculated using this CG correction method and compared to the estimates without CG correction.
In Vivo Experiments
Two volunteers were scanned after receiving institutional review board approval and informed consent. The same scanner, coil, and data processing pipeline was used for the in vivo experiments as was used for the phantom experiments. We conducted three different in vivo experiments to highlight the effects of CGs on the B 0 field map, PDFF, and R Ã 2 individually, even though all three parameters would be affected by CG-induced phase errors in each experiment.
Two consecutive scans of a volunteer's thigh (male, age 25) were conducted to characterize the effects of concomitant gradients on B 0 field map estimation. Similar to estimating the B 0 field map in the phantom experiments, two axial multiecho 3D-SGRE acquisitions were performed, without adjusting gradient shims and the center frequency in between the scans. The FOV was varied between the scans, in order to introduce different CGinduced phase errors. In this case, the thigh was chosen to minimize potential motion between the two scans. A 3D axial acquisition with two interleaved echo trains and a flyback readout was used with six echoes, flip angle ¼ 3 , no parallel imaging, rBW ¼ 6125 KHz, and a 160 Â 128 Â 60 matrix size for both scans. The first scan had TE 1 ¼ 1. (27) .
Additionally, two scans of the liver of a healthy volunteer (female, age 26) were also conducted to assess the effects of CG-induced phase errors on PDFF estimation. A 3D axial acquisition with two interleaved echo trains and a flyback readout was used with six echoes, flip angle ¼ 3 , rBW ¼ 6166.67 KHz, TE 1 ¼ 1.3 ms, DTE ¼ 1.0 ms, FOV ¼ 35 Â 35 Â 48 cm, a 192 Â 160 Â 48 matrix size, and parallel imaging acceleration factors of 2 in the phase direction and 1.5 in the slice direction (31) . One scan was performed with the liver located at isocenter and the other with the liver 12 cm away from isocenter in the superior (þz) direction. Shifting the patient was achieved by moving the table. The slice at isocenter serves as a reference because there will be no CG errors at isocenter (Eq. [1] ). Each scan was performed in a 26-second single breath hold at end expiration.
Similarly, two scans of a volunteer's thigh (male, age 25) were performed to assess the effects of CGs on in vivo R Ã 2 quantification. The first scan was performed with an axial slice of the thigh located at isocenter and the second with the same slice away from isocenter, which was achieved by moving the table 14 cm in the superior (þz) direction. Once again, the slice at isocenter serves as a reference because it has no CG phase errors. The thigh was chosen to minimize additional sources of error in R Ã 2 quantification, including motion and the presence of nearby air-tissue interfaces. Both scans consisted of a 3D axial acquisition with two interleaved echo trains and flyback readout with six echoes, flip angle ¼ 3 , no parallel imaging, rBW ¼ 6142.86 KHz, TE 1 ¼ 1.3 ms, DTE ¼ 1.0 ms, FOV ¼ 21 Â 21 Â 48 cm, a 128 Â 128 Â 60 matrix size, and averaged five times to improve SNR. The R Ã 2 estimates from the scan at isocenter, the scan off isocenter without CG correction, and the scan off isocenter with GC correction were compared. train with flyback readout, a single echo train with bipolar readout, and two interleaved echo trains with flyback readout, all with six equally spaced echoes. Figure 1b is a plot of the accumulated CG phase error as a function of echo time for each acquisition type. In the single echo train case consisting of equally spaced echoes acquired within a single repetition time, a linear phase shift develops across subsequent echoes regardless of whether the readout is flyback or bipolar. In the case of two interleaved echo trains, however, each echo train acquisition has an identical phase evolution attributed to concomitant gradients. Because they are shifted and interleaved, the resulting phase error contains an oscillatory nonlinear component as demonstrated in Figure 1b. The B 0 field map estimates from the simulation are shown in Figure 2a . Note that the true B 0 field map inhomogeneity was 0 Hz for all positions; thus, any deviation from 0 is attributed to CG-induced phase errors. For all three simulated acquisitions, the B 0 field map estimates are corrupted by the added CG phase errors even though this is not true B 0 inhomogeneity. As predicted by Equation [1] , the apparent B 0 field map follows a parabolic second-order profile with no error at isocenter, but large errors up to 300 Hz at the edges of the field of view.
RESULTS
Simulations
Error in the simulated PDFF estimates attributed to the presence of CGs is shown in Figure 2b . The CG phase error does not impact PDFF estimation in the case of the flyback and bipolar readout single echo trains. This is expected because the CG-induced phase errors accumulate linearly over the echoes, so e if CG ðTEÞ will be completely absorbed into the estimation of B 0 inhomogeneity. However, the nonlinear oscillatory accumulation of phase error with the two interleaved echo train acquisitions cannot be completely mapped as B 0 inhomogeneity and introduces errors up to 70% at 24 cm from isocenter in the PDFF estimates.
Simulated errors in the estimation of R Errors in the estimation of the B 0 field map, PDFF, and R Ã 2 were also simulated for the clinical imaging protocol of (30) . With this protocol, the CG-induced phase errors had a max of 45 at the sixth echo, which is much smaller than all the other errors shown in Figure 1b . Also, the maximum errors for the estimated parameters was 25 Hz for the B 0 field map, 0.4% for PDFF, and 1 s À1 for R Ã 2 .
Phantom Experiments
Results for B 0 field map estimation in the doped water phantom are shown in Figure 3 . The absolute value of the differences in the estimated B 0 field maps for the two scans are shown for a z-directed line through the center of the phantom. The differences are shown for B 0 field map estimates with and without CG correction. Changing the FOV, and subsequently the magnitude of the concomitant gradients, produced large differences in the estimated B 0 field maps, with errors up to 50 Hz at 12 cm off isocenter. However, these errors were predicted by our theoretical analysis, and CG phase correction largely removed these B 0 field map differences, with a homogeneous error of around 15 Hz, which no longer has a second-order shape indicative of CG errors. We believe this constant baseline error in the field was a result of temperature changes, long time-constant eddy currents, or other unrelated errors. Regardless, the   FIG. 3 . Large differences in the B 0 field map estimated between two scans can be removed with CG phase correction. Two scans, one with a 21-cm FOV and the other with a 35-cm FOV, were repeated consecutively while maintaining the shim gradients. The absolute differences between the B 0 field map estimates (solid blue) and the differences after applying CG correction (dashed red) are shown for a z-directed line extending through the center of the phantom. The residual B 0 field map differences after CG correction are likely attributed to temperature effects and other unrelated errors and not attributed to CGs given that they no longer have a parabolic profile and are similar in regions with and without CG effects. quadratic behavior of the B 0 field map is effectively removed by the CG correction. Figure 4 plots estimates of PDFF along a profile in the z-direction through the center of the doped water phantom, for both uncorrected and CG-corrected data. Errors in PDFF estimation of over 10% (absolute PDFF) at 11 cm from isocenter are observed. CG correction also removes the second-order shape of the PDFF error and results in a more homogenous estimate close to the true 0% PDFF, with the remaining error less than 1%. 
In Vivo Experiments
In vivo B 0 field map estimates using scans of a volunteer's leg are shown in Figures 6 and 7 . The differences in B 0 field map estimates for consecutive scans, each with a different FOV, were calculated with and without CG correction. along a profile in the z-direction, through the muscles of the leg, as shown in Figure 6a . Despite maintaining constant shim gradients and center frequencies between the scans, a large spatially varying difference, up to 40 Hz at a point 15 cm off isocenter with this acquisition, exists between the B 0 field map estimates using a 23-cm FOV and a 35-cm FOV. However, if the B 0 field map is estimated after CG correction, the difference in B 0 field map estimates is reduced to less than 10 Hz. Figure 7 contains axial slices acquired 14 cm off isocenter, and, for the regions of interest (ROIs) shown, the differences in B 0 field maps is 34 Hz with the estimates without CG correction and 7 Hz after CG correction.
PDFF estimates are shown in Figure 8 for the healthy volunteer's liver. The same slice location through the volunteer's liver was acquired 12 cm off isocenter and at isocenter. The PDFF estimate with the liver off isocenter is shown in Figure 8a (no CG correction) and Figure 8b (with CG correction). Finally, that same slice acquired at isocenter (ie, without CG errors) is shown in Figure 8c . All the ROIs had a standard deviation (SD) less than 3%, and the average apparent PDFF values were -7.8% when the liver was 12 cm off isocenter, 2.5% with CG phase errors removed before estimation, and 2.0% at isocenter. As expected, the CG-corrected PDFF estimate is more similar to acquiring the slice at isocenter with errors less than 1% whereas the slice away from isocenter has close to 10% absolute error. 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have demonstrated that concomitant gradients have a significant impact on the accuracy of CSE-based estimates of B 0 field map, PDFF, and R Ã 2 by introducing phase errors into the acquired data. Phase errors caused by CGs are zero at isocenter, but grow parabolically as a function of distance from isocenter. In this work, we demonstrated that CGs can introduce B 0 field map errors for sequences involving either a single echo train or two interleaved echo trains. Our simulations and experimental measurements demonstrate that CG phase errors also corrupt complex CSE-based PDFF and R Ã 2 estimates when using a sequence with two interleaved echo trains. This is attributed to the nonlinear CG phase error accumulation across echoes. Finally, we have also shown that calculation and demodulation of the CG phase terms improves the accuracy of estimating these three parameters.
CG phase errors can have a significant impact on various CSE-MRI applications. CGs do not create B 0 inhomogeneities, but they create gradient-dependent phase shifts that accumulate in the case of multiecho acquisitions, leading to an apparent B 0 field inhomogeneity. These corrupted B 0 field map estimates would degrade the performance of algorithms that require estimates of the B 0 field inhomogeneity (32, 33) . B 0 field map errors caused by CGs are also a potential confounder of the performance and accuracy algorithms for QSM-based iron quantification (1, (34) (35) (36) or other methods that require accurate measurement of a B 0 field map. Furthermore, we demonstrated error in liver PDFF estimation as high as 10% (absolute PDFF) at a location 12 cm off isocenter. This has significant potential impact on liver fat quantification and diagnosis of nonalcoholic fatty liver disease, considering that the PDFF thresholds between normal and abnormal levels are fat are approximately 3% to 6% (30, 37) . We also demonstrated that CG phase errors can lead to errors in R In previous works, concomitant gradients have been identified as a source of error for several CSE-MRI applications. Ruschke et al (24) performed a preliminary investigation into PDFF estimation bias, attributed to several acquisition errors, including CGs. They also demonstrated the need for CG phase error correction in PDFF estimation for multiple echo trains. Hofstetter et al (20) demonstrated that CGs resulted in R Ã 2 overestimation using magnitude-based R Ã 2 mapping, attributed to CGinduced macroscopic dephasing from large CGs across voxels. This effect was the opposite of what was observed using complex-based CSE-based joint PDFF and R Ã 2 estimation. There are two explanations for this apparent discord. First, the echo trains used by Hofstetter et al were designed for blood-oxygenation-leveldependent (BOLD) applications and used significantly longer echo trains (12 echoes) than those typically used for fat and iron quantification (six echoes). For example, the magnitude of the amplitude decay term attributed to concomitant gradients (Eq. [9] in Hofstetter et al. (20) ) ranges from 0.999 at the first echo to 0.993 at the last echo in the two interleaved echo train sequence used in our in vivo R Ã 2 experiments in the thigh. This corresponds to a change in R Ã 2 at the first echo of 0.15 s À1 and 1.09 s À1 at the last echo. Consequently, with only six echoes, we did not observe any significant effects attributed to macroscopic dephasing and were able to avoid large R Ã 2 errors by correcting the phase of the source images. It should be noted that intravoxel dephasing resulting from CGs should be amenable to correction by the method proposed by Hernando et al (32) . Second, CG-induced phase oscillations observed with multishot CSE-MRI acquisitions lead to errors in R Ã 2 when joint estimation of B 0 field map, PDFF, and R Ã 2 is performed (in contrast to single-species magnitude-based R Ã 2 estimation as performed by Hofstetter et al). Importantly, these R Ã 2 errors will occur even if the CG-induced phase errors are constant across each voxel. Also, for our particular simulation and experimental setup (eg, choice of echo times and true underlying PDFF and R Ã 2 ), the CG effects observed in this work resulted in an underestimation of R Ã 2 (as opposed to an overestimation, as typically observed in the presence of macroscopic intravoxel dephasing). The reason for this underestimation can be explained as follows. When fat is present, interference between water and fat and between the multiple peaks of fat during signal evolution leads to a decrease in the magnitude of the observed signal intensity, even in the absence of R Ã 2 increases. However, the signal estimation algorithm misinterprets CG-induced phase oscillations in lean tissues as fat. Because these CG-induced phase shifts do not alter (decrease) the magnitude of the signal, the estimation algorithm incorrectly estimates the presence of fat and also introduces an underestimation of the apparent R Ã 2 . Note that this behavior may be different in adipose tissue or tissue with PDFF %50% or for acquisitions with echo time combinations different from those used in this work. Future work using complex CSE-MRI to perform joint PDFF and R Ã 2 estimation with long echo trains should account for both the oscillatory phase shifts and intravoxel dephasing caused by CGs. A complete analysis accounting for both of these effects, however, is beyond the scope of this work.
There are multiple additional factors that can impact concomitant gradient phase errors that were beyond the scope of this work. The effects of nonlinear gradients, eddy current correction errors, and echo train lengths were not thoroughly analyzed in our study to determine their impact on concomitant gradient correction. Nevertheless, this work demonstrated that CG-related errors are almost entirely mitigated using relatively straightforward calculations. These results suggest that CG correction should be performed routinely in CSE applications where complex images are used for parametric mapping of B 0 field map, PDFF, and/or R Ã 2 .
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the impact of CG phase errors on the estimation of B 0 field map, PDFF, and R Ã 2 using CSE-MRI. For single or multiple echo trains, CG phase errors will create large erroneous B 0 field map estimates. CG phase errors with multiple echo trains also corrupt PDFF and R Ã 2 estimates using complex-based CSE-MRI. Importantly, correction of CG errors in CSE-MRI applications is very straightforward, feasible, and may improve the accuracy of these quantitative biomarkers.
